Ivar L. Gray, dressed in academic robes of silver grey edged in crimson, recalled the words of former MIT president J. R. Killian Jr., who said that together Harvard and MIT have been creating "an ideal position geographically and historically to act as an interpreter and mediator between the United States and the rest of Europe.

He also stressed the importance of universities which could provide a complete education, not simply training in a specialized field. "We must beware," the prince opined, "that one of the problems which is gradually dawning on the Western world is that we have too long ignored the best and most fundamental traditions of our common Roman and Jewish inheritance."

Prince Charles also warned against bigotry, asking those assembled to recognize the value of other traditions, and "look for the best of them wherever it is found." He concluded that Harvard students had by and large been progressive, and that without their optimism, "Harvard would not have changed and grown through time," and an anniversary celebration would not be possible.
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